Ah, commercials.
They are so relentless and the antithesis of informative. When they try to entertain it comes off as your
annoying uncle who has the ultimate tin ear for
humor and can’t make a point if there was a gun to
his mother’s head. Commercials are one of the most
interesting love children of capitalism and ego, trying
to seduce the viewer with a trite marketing equation,
formulated to have money ejaculate from your less
than aroused pocket. They are all charm with their
aggression while pretending to be your buddy. They
care about you, what you are into, and what makes
you tick. They are so grooooovy that they can play
hacky-sack with you or have a beer, go antiquing, or
party with chicks with huge tits. Whatever you want,
they want, as long as you want them.
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We invited artists and creative others from around
the world to cut, dub, reverse, add to, and otherwise
manipulate at least one broadcast commercial and
submit a 60 second video.
More than 150 people from 19 countries submitted
work, and we are asking you to add a critical element
to the exhibition by voting on them and helping us
determine the best ones.

Go to www.apexart.org/comvideo/vote.php
Watch and vote on as many as you’d like through
January 15. The creator of the winning video gets
$2,000, and the top five videos will be shown on a
public screen in Manhattan.
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To make it even better we asked Pinky Carnage, the
impresario behind the video series TV Carnage, to offer his thoughts on the subject of commercials. They
follow. Enjoy!

Oh golly, those fucking commercials. They are
everywhere and never go away. If they could figure
out a way to have you sell the first person you see
when you come out of your mother’s baby hole
they would have done it by now. And in some ways
I think they already have. It’s existentialist at times;
are the commercials (the product) what it sees in
itself, or a reflection of what we see in it? And from
whose supposed standpoint is the 5-30 second piece
of benevolent art made? In turn we either respond
by buying the product or using the same techniques
to sell ourselves. I barely know anyone in their 20s
who isn’t their own little ministry of self propaganda,
armed and prepared at the push of a button to
launch an assault of “shock and all about me” in
order to sell themselves to each other.
Back in the olden times the burden was on an industry of advertisers to tell us, through their shoddy
fabricated research what the best product was, why
it was so unbelievably average, and then wrap it up
in a tidy catch phrase or jingle. Most people went to
work and purchased things and went back to work
to get more dough to purchase things. Basically hav-
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ing you middle-manning your own income.
Currently the promotion/advertising genie is not
only out of the bottle; it has a car, a condo and is
banging the same chicks with huge tits that your
buddy (the commercial) is using in his sales pitch.
If anyone wants to check out what is really going
on with a product or commodity they can look
into it pretty easily; jingles and catch phrases (while
still employed like the Dickens) are these amazing dinosaurs, memes unto themselves. The best
chance products have anymore of remaining in our
collective conscience is to accidently display how
out of touch their masters are. Laundry detergent
will most likely always sell but when the pitch is
absolutely tone deaf and useless, the more it will
be spoken about, passed around, and ultimately
discovered. Once perfectly likable hucksters making the product and those using it in the ad (by
extension how great you’ll look using it) have more
recently evolved into intentional messes. So now
they are trying to not sell you a product but sell
you a bizarre, poorly conceived concept that has so
much uninspired effort poured into it that they still
get it wrong. The people who are masters at having
no clue are horrible at presenting the world with a
clueless concept.
God Damn I love to hate commercials. Every time I
see one I can’t even begin to pay attention because
all I can think is why do they still make these barely
polished turds? Why? Because they work and when
they don’t exist the financial house of cards explodes. Next thing you know you won’t be able to
watch the latest Jim Belushi/Dan Aykroyd effort or
see the latest fear mongering on cable news and
you actually may miss something good. I’m speak-
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ing mostly in terms of television of course, but thank
God there is a God because it has now transferred to
the Internet; a place that I remember people idealizing as a utopian commercial free entity. No, no no.
Commercials are the most aggressive virus known to
man, why the frig wouldn’t they mutate and find a
new host in the body of the lil’ baby Internet.
The Internet is like the paperless office that never
was. For a while there were no ads and now fucking
commercials are everywhere doing the same thing.
I have a website called street carnage (shameless
plug) that I do with my lover and confidante Gavin.
Recently I was told that we have finally arrived at
the point where we can be the hosts of goddamn
commercials. We need the revenue to exist and they
need to advertise to our audience who immediately
and eloquently get to call us assholes and remind
that us they hate being advertised to! It’s a glorious
lose-lose-win. For the advertisers, they get publicity
and their own names spelled right. As long as you
say the name of the shoe company or recognize the
emblem that’s all that matters to them. Coke and
Pepsi don’t need to keep advertising, they are beyond ubiquitous, but it’s like a war of attrition; if one
stops the other will most likely win and do so rapidly.
Even if that’s not the case they would never take the
chance to find out for sure. I mean why bother, Coke
ads are more Coke than Coke itself. However I wish
they would give it a go. “Sorry guys, we’ve marketed
enough for the next 500 years so we’re gonna take
off. Hmm, about 100 yrs off, cool?” Madison Avenue would transform into a pie-chart strewn version
of the Road Warrior with feeble, whiney ad people
weeping in their Benzes.

the ….. No one would have enough money to afford
a cool refreshing beverage during the financial Armageddon that would ensue.
Or would we just be fine? Why do I have a feeling
that the void would be chugging a new beverage
made by the same company under the illusion that a
newer, tastier, cooler, more bionic, eco-friendly soda
was there to save the day along with commercials
that echo that free spirit of that brave new world?
Lovely commercials. We are going to be in bed
with them forever. I once had an idea for corporate
sponsored L.E.D. tombstones. A very cool idea by
the way! Death and taxes and taxing commercials.
Commercials are oxygen for capitalism and communism where even the proletariat need to be sold on
the benefits of their political system. Military parades
and missive paintings of the party and its leaders are
marvelous commercials. So if they are oxygen let’s
take a deep breath and enjoy them. I will break down
some of my favorite ads and why they work for me.
Whether or not it was the perceived intention of the
sponsor.
The “Buddy” ads – Cool trendy say-nothing-good
times
The “Straight Talker” – insurance, religious
The “Inevitability Quotation” ads – Just for men
		
b. Adult diapers
The “heaven sent” ads – Drugs
The “We don’t even get it”ads – Mentos, Stride,
sugar cereals
The” Go guilt you parents” ads
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The domino effect would be of Puerto Rican proportions! From the printers to the networks, to the
websites (like mine at streetcarnage.com where we
are proud to say we have a little something for everyone so check us out!), to the photographers, to the
actors, to the camera people to the craft service, to
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